
CS 3651 – Final Project Website – Part 1

This is a team documentation assignment. Your team will produce a webpage that introduces your team 
members and your final project.

To submit: A zip or tar.gz file that contains a directory. In the directory you should have an index.html 
page that is your website. (You may choose to have other pages and files if you want, but your 
“landing” page must be called index.html) Any media needed for the page should also be contained 
within this directory or sub-directories. [I will post the directory on the class website, so  keep it under 
10 MB in size...]

The website should feature your final project and team members. Base the webpage off of your Final 
Project Proposal document, but spruce it up for the Web!  

Content your webpage should include:

 What will  your final project be?

 What does it do? (List specific features!)

 Why is it cool / Why did you decide to make it?

 A list of parts (already obtained, or planning on obtaining) with part numbers, specifications, 
suppliers and actual or estimated cost. 

 A table or spreadsheet outlining the hours you have spent on the project so far, and a projection 
of the number of hours you will need to complete it.

Visual elements you should include:

 A Mock-up, drawing, or illustration of your planned project deliverable

 A photo, drawing, or other visual representation of each team member

 A graph of your time spent so far and a projection for completion. (Graph should hit zero before 
project due date....)

You may include  pictures of work in progress, behind-the-scenes building stories, etc.

NOTE: Part 2 of this assignment will be due after the final project grading. In part 2, you will use the 
same website base, but update it to include final costs/parts, build instructions, time usage, and a video 
of your project. You may want to plan ahead for part 2 now so that they layout includes room for  build 
instructions, “video” and/or “pictures” page(s).

Turn in:

Every team member should turn in a text file that contains the names of all team members with the 
name of the person who will be turning in the zip file marked with an asterisk (*). One team member 
must turn in the zip/tar.gz file containing the directory with the website. 



CS 3651 Project Documentation Website (part 1) 
Grading Breakdown 

Project Team:_________________________________________

Members:_____________________________________________________________________

Followed Turn-In specifications correctly: _____ / 10 pts

Aesthetic Appeal of Website: _____  / 30 pts

30 – Looks like a startup that a VC would want to invest in
29 – A rocking class project page
25 – A normal class project page
20 – MySpace page
15 – Worse?

Included all required information: _____ / 60 pts
_____ Team Member introductions
_____ Description of your project
_____ Motivation / Utility / Why build it?
_____ Parts (to be) used w/ specifications, suppliers & costs
_____ Time spent (and remaining)
_____ Physical Design / Mock-up illustration or model

______ / 100pts


